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Abstract
Nuclear magnetic resonance can be conveniently used to set up reference values of magnetic flux 
densities for the calibration of measurement instrumentation. Two measurement procedures are 
proposed based on the Fourier analysis of the nuclear magnetic signal. Particularly, we consider the 
situation where the reference magnetic flux density may change its value across the sensor active 
area/volume due to spatial inhomogeneities. An explored potential solution uses an electronic 
compensation system in order to minimize the spatial inhomogeneities of the magnetic flux density 
within the calibrating volume. For this purpose, a previously designed device was added to the 
magnetic resonance apparatus. Both methods allow a performance better than 10 ppm in calibrating 
measurements by using a magnetic flux density source of the order of 100 ppm in spatial 
homogeneity within the calibrating volume. Examples of both methods are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION
Helmholtz coils (HC) are commonly used as magnetic flux density standards in magnetic 
metrology. The magnetic flux density becomes defined by the coil current, coil dimensions and its 
number of turns [1-4]. HC have an intrinsic uncertainty due to constructive imperfections [5,6]. A 
further spurious aspect attains to the magnetic field inhomogeneity which increases abruptly as the 
spatial position goes outside the azimuthal symmetry axis. Consequently, it turns out that it is only 
possible to produce a calibrating field with good accuracy within a cylindrical volume that is 
restricted to the proximities of the symmetry axis, and only limited to a length that is usually shorter 
than the coil radius. In the practice, this limits the use of HC calibrations to small sensors, unless 
larger coils are used (which may be associated to larger currents). Another feature to consider is that 
large magnetic flux densities are difficult to reach in this way. Consequently, the use of HC for 
calibrations is only viable to sensors with small active sensing area and operating at low magnetic 
fields.
The use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) instruments as primary standards or calibrating 
references [7-12] is based on the simple linear relationship between the Larmor frequency 
(precession frequency of the nuclear magnetization) and the magnetic flux density [13]. In this 
method, magnetic flux density measurements are translated to frequency measurements [14-17]. 
Since frequency (and time) is one of the most accurately measured physical quantities [18], NMR 
turns into a highly attractive technique for metrological use. Oftentimes though, it is considered one 
of the most accurate standards for measuring static (DC) magnetic flux densities [19,20]. The 
procedure, however, is not quite as straightforward as one might think. The purpose of analyzing 
this option in a greater detail was essentially supported by the relative simplicity of the involved 
hardware, and the possibility to set-up high performance standards at moderate/low costs.  
We start the manuscript by briefly explaining the background concepts and establishing the 
measurement model. Then we define the measurand and present two different experimental 
procedures (“indirect” and “direct” methods). Both methods are based on the analysis of the Fourier 
Transform of the NMR signal. The indirect method allows treating transformed signals without any 
additional hardware. In contrast, the direct method is supported by additional hardware for the 
compensation of spatial inhomogeneities of the magnetic flux density generated by the used 
electromagnet. In this case, the transformed signal turns out to be a symmetric-like distribution. 
Finally, both methods are compared.
Theoretical framework
a) Measurement principle
In order to quantify all mayor sources of uncertainty it is necessary to use a very well-know 
phenomenon. It is also desirable to cover the widest possible range of the magnitude to be measured 
using the same principle. The range of our interest (50 - 500 mT) can conveniently be handled using 
an electromagnet-based NMR instrument. This approach has the advantage that different calibrating 
points can be adjusted using the same hardware, by just installing specific probes that are tuned and 
optimized at the selected Larmor frequency values. The technique has been used since the 40’s 
[21,22] and turned to be a very well-know and robust procedure [13,23]. Because of its resonance 
characteristic and the equivalence of magnetic flux density in Larmor frequency units, NMR is a 
very sensitive and selective technique which enables magnetic flux measurements with great 
precision [14-17,19,24]. The technique can be used to measure flux densities of values from the 
order of the earth magnetic field up to several Teslas. 
b) Measurement model   
Many atomic nuclei in their ground state have a non-zero spin angular momentum  and dipole I
magnetic moment collinear with it. These moments are the responsible for the nuclear Iγ=M 
magnetism. According to the classical theory of electromagnetism, in the presence of an external 
magnetic flux density B, each nucleus precesses with a Larmor frequency , where  is the ω= γB γ
nuclear gyromagnetic ratio [13]. The observed NMR signal originates in the precession of the 
macroscopic magnetization that builds-up from the superposition of all the nuclear magnetic 
moments. Strictly speaking, each nucleus sees a different magnetic flux density and, therefore, 
precesses at a different frequency. This difference in precession frequency between nuclei depends 
on many factors such as nuclear and electron interactions, change in magnetic susceptibility across 
the sample and spatial inhomogeneities of the magnetic flux density. As a consequence, the NMR 
signal contains different frequency components associated to different isocromats (nuclei whose 
precession occur at the same frequency). Therefore, as the macroscopic magnetization undergoes a 
precession in the magnetic flux density to be measured, the coherence loss between different 
isocromats provokes a decay of the NMR signal (or FID, free induction decay) amplitude. In 
addition, the signal decay is associated to the spin-spin (T2) and spin-lattice (T1) relaxation 
processes [13]. 
For a typical experiment, the signal decay is mainly caused by T1, T2 and 1/B (inhomogeneities of 
the external magnetic flux density) [23,25]. Consequently, after applying the Fourier Transform 
(FT) to a NMR signal, a frequency distribution will be obtained. If B>>1/T1+1/T2, the sample 
magnetic susceptibility is uniform. Considering that this frequency spectrum can be interpreted as a 
probability distribution of the magnetic flux density (that is, the amplitude represents the probability 
to find a given value within the sample volume), the most representative value of B is the 
expectation value of the distribution E(B):
 . (1)     γωE=BE /
In this equation, E() is the expectation value of the frequency distribution. In addition, the 
magnetic flux density B depends on the magnetic permeability  of the sample:
       .   μH=B
Here, H is the external magnetic field generated by the electromagnet (independently of the 
sample). Finally, the expectation value of external magnetic field can be obtained as:
. (2)    μBE=HE /
If phase detection of the NMR signal is used, the original signal induced at the coil of the NMR 
probe (at a frequency that equals the Larmor frequency) becomes mixed with a reference radio 
frequency (RF) 0 of constant amplitude and frequency, which is the same frequency used to excite 
the spin-system. The output down-converted FID (detected NMR signal) will have a frequency 
 and will be modulated in amplitude according to the envolvent of the FID. When the 0dω   
excitation (and mixing reference) frequency 0 equals the precession frequency  of the spins 
(Larmor frequency), it is said that the experiment is being made “on resonance”. In this case the 
phase-detected FID will consist only in its envolvent. Otherwise, it will consist in an oscillatory 
decay signal with an audio-frequency d ≠ 0 (equivalent to the off-resonance). This signal is 
represented by a frequency distribution instead of a single frequency. From the experiments we 
learn that the resonance condition is met if the RF excitation (and mixing reference) frequency 
matches the most probable value of the magnetic flux density distribution. Consequently, it is 
possible to measure E(B) through a NMR measurement.  
c) Measurand            
The FT of the NMR signal represents a probability density distribution of the nuclear frequency 
precessions within the sample volume. Hence, considering the frequency ω as a random variable, it 
can be treated as a probability density function (PDF) gB() [26]. Therefore, the best estimation of 
ω is the expectation value E(), which we define here as E()=ωE:




Following equation (1), the magnetic flux density is  and the generated external  γ=BE E /)( 
magnetic field is . That is, the best expectation of the magnetic field magnitude  γ=HE E  /)(
can be determined through the expectation value of the detected NMR signal frequency, the 
magnetic permeability of the sample  and the gyromagnetic ratio . These last two magnitudes 
were already measured by different laboratories and can be obtained from the literature. 
EXPERIMENTAL
Two measurement methods will be presented. Both cases comply with the conditions stated for the 
measurement model. Consequently, the condition B>>1/T1+1/T2 is one of the main differences 
with the work of Xiang Fei et al. [16]. Here we focus on the shape of the FT of the NMR signal. In 
both methods, the proton NMR signal acquisition procedure is the same. 
Signal acquisition
The most straightforward experiments to obtain the NMR signal are the acquisition of a FID and the 
Hahn ECHO [27]. In the FID experiment, the simplest possible experiment in pulse NMR, the 
signal is acquired immediately after a single RF pulse (a hard  pulse). However, due to receiver 
saturation after the hard RF pulse, part of the FID signal is lost during the “dead-time” of the 
acquisition. The hardware can be optimized to minimize this dead-time, but there always be a signal 
loss due to this effect. As a consequence, part of the information contained at the beginning of the 
FID signal becomes lost. Moreover, the FID signal has no defined symmetry. It will be shown that 
this situation is not desirable if a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) would be used. On the other 
hand, in the two-pulse Hahn ECHO experiment, RF pulse imperfections effects can be minimized 
after a calibration of the pulse sequence [28]. The main advantage of using an ECHO signal instead 
of a FID relays in the fact that the signal preserves all the information. It is closer to be symmetric 
(particularly at low-resolution), and it is acquired far away from the second RF pulse (and 
consequently not being affected by the receiver dead-time). These facts are reflected in a minor or 
null loss of information and a much lower distortion of the DFT signal. 
Robustness of the ECHO signal under DFT
The DFT applied to a FID signal present the same problem observed in the sampling during a finite 
time window of a periodic function. It is clear today that conventional DFT do not work properly 
for discontinuous functions [29,30]. The discontinuity (at the beginning of the signal in the case of 
the FID) is similar to a truncation due to a finite acquisition window. The consequence in applying 
the DFT in these cases is that a “spectral leakage” will affect the transformed signal. It is a mere 
consequence arising from the discontinuity of the sampled function and not related with the 
sampling properties, and affects the entire basis set of the spectrum [31]. This leakage provokes a 
bias for both the amplitude and position of a harmonic component, being more relevant for those 
portions of the FID having smaller amplitude (that is, it mainly affects the long-lasting components 
of the FID). This last point can be completely mitigated by acquiring the Hahn Echo instead of the 
FID. In addition, the transformed signal is affected by the broadband noise spectrum and eventual 
noise components within the bandwidth of the acquired window, which affects both the echo and 
the FID in a similar extent (effect that can be minimized by a proper filtering). 
Although non-conventional algorithms can be used for discontinuous functions (Conjugate-gradient 
FFT, interpolation methods, etc.), the possibility to acquire a symmetric signal by using a two-pulse 
NMR sequence in our case simplifies the problem by allowing the use of well-tested conventional 
algorithms. The poor accuracy of the conventional DFT applied to the FID can be easily illustrated 
by considering the behavior of a data set S(ti) subjected to a transformation [32,33]. A simple way 
to do this it is to compare the inverse transformation I(F(S(ti))) of the FFT of the original data set, 
that is F(S(ti)), with S(ti). The sum of the absolute value of this difference for each point of the data 
set will be called :





δ = S t I F S t
If    (that is both data sets are coincident point by point), the signal is undistorted under a FFT. 
Consequently, there is no spectral leakage. The application of the conventional algorithm shows 
that in the case of the ECHO signal   , while for the FID  ≠ . 
In summary, the DFT of the ECHO signal is the best estimation of the probability density 
distribution of a magnetic induction field B as observed in an NMR experiment. Therefore, the 
Hahn-ECHO sequence (see Figure 1) is used with the parameters shown in Table 1. 
Figure 1: Hahn ECHO sequence with each parameter used in the experiment. See text for details.
In Table 1, ST represents the acquisition time window, AD is the acquisition delay defined as the 
time between the end of the second RF pulse and the beginning of the acquisition window, ET 
(ECHO time) is the time between the end of the first RF pulse and the beginning of the second one 
and finally, NP represents the number of acquisition points. These parameters are chosen as the 
result of an optimization of SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) and to sample the same quantity of zeros at 
both time and frequency domains. 
Table 1: Parameters of the Hahn-ECHO sequence. See text for details.
Indirect method
The DFT of the acquired ECHO is a discrete probability density function (DPDF), gB(i), where the 
basis set i ranges from i = 1 to 128. In this method a fitting is proposed to obtain the best 
estimation of the probability density function PDF or gB(). Once this function has been obtained, 





the expectation value can be calculated using well established methods. The proposed fitting 
method is a linear combination of symmetric distributions. In particular, Gauss distributions are the 
functions that best fit our experiments. 
A criterion is established to determine the quantity of Gaussian functions used to fit gB(). If M 
signals are acquired, after the FFT there will be the same quantity of DPDFs, gBj(i), where gBj 
corresponds to the jst acquisition. Therefore, we may define a mean <gBj(i)> with its associated 
standard deviation B(i). On the other hand, for each j-DPDF or gBj(i), we may define a jk as the 
linear combination of Gaussian functions that best fit the discrete function:
,                (5)1 2 ...jk j1 j j2 j jk jk= c G +c G + +c G
where the Gjk represent the Gauss distribution set with the corresponding weighting parameters cjk.
The key point here is to find the optimal fitting by considering that the needed precision is given by 
the intrinsic variations between different acquisitions. Fitting gBj(i) with a higher accuracy than the 
stability of the system, will have no impact on the final result. Hence, the optimization criterion is 
the following (for each value of i):
.                    (6)      2 2jk i B i B ijω g ω < σ ω 
For the acquired signals we found that k = 3 is enough to fulfill this condition, that is, a linear 
combination of 3 Gaussian distributions is enough to fit our DPDFs (see Figure 2).
The expectation value Ej is calculated for each of the M acquired signals (i.e., j runs from 1 to M). 
The most representative value obtained from the M samples is the mean value . The E
corresponding uncertainty is the experimental standard deviation of the mean E multiplied by a 
coverage factor of 95%, where these quantities are defined by:













                             
Figure 2: DFFT of one acquisition with its fitting curve. The red curve is the sum of the blue curves (single Gaussian functions). The uncertainty 
associated for each black point is the uncertainty of the RF synthesizer. The solid black line indicates the frequency  associated to the HzωMj 0
point of maximum amplitude. The dotted black line is located at the expectation value of the frequency (see equation (3)): .HzωEj 390













Here t is a coverage factor determined by the t-Student table and  is the uncertainty E
associated to  (by a coverage factor of 95%).  E
a) Measurement system
The measuring system is composed of a Stelar (Mede, Italy) console and a Bruker (Karlsruhe, 
Germany) electromagnet model B-E10. The magnetic field strength can be adjusted by the variation 
of the electric current supplied by the power source and/or the gap between the polar faces of the 
magnet. The power supply is a Heinzinger (Rosenheim, Germany) Tns-125-2500. The RF pulses 
are amplified by a 1 KW power Kalmus (Bothell, USA) LP-1000 transmitter. Figure 3 shows a 
schematic diagram of the instrument.
Figure 3: Block diagram of the NMR equipment. Tx represent the RF transmitter and Rx the signal amplifier. The Console generates the RF pulses 
and acquires the signal.  
The system is based on a variable gap electromagnet that allows measuring selected points of a 
magnetic field calibration curve by setting different electromagnet currents. A specific NMR probe 
is optimized for each corresponding Larmor frequency. A special sample holder was engineered for 
the calibration of Hall-effect sensors and probes. The volume of the NMR sample must be bigger 
than the greatest active area of the Hall sensor to be calibrated. However, as the sample holder size 
is directly related with the magnetic field uncertainty, it should be as small as possible. As a 
compromise solution between these requirements, the size of the sample holder was set to 12.12mm 
x 7.80mm x 1.26mm (±0.08mm each). The used sample was pure water with a conductivity of 
 measured at room temperature, obtained from an Apema (Buenos Aires, Argentina) cmMΩ /18
Osmoion 5a milli-Q purification system.
b) Results
The experiment was repeated 21 times to check repeatability. In this way we consider all the 
uncertainties in only one statistic uncertainty (Type A). A DFFT and the subsequent fitting were 
done for each of the individual acquisitions gBj(i), and then each Ej and Mj evaluated. Finally, the 
most representative value with its standard deviation and <M> are obtained:
 330 60E = ± Hz
                          (9)    Hz±=σE 428
 20 90Mω = ± Hz
All the uncertainties are expressed within a coverage factor of 95% considering a Student 
distribution. These results are indistinguishable from the values obtained in the fitting of each 
gBj(i). This fact shows that the method is robust. The mean expectation value  is clearly E
distinguishable from  due to the asymmetry of the distribution. However, is M M
indistinguishable from zero. The NMR system frequency was   = 19490000 Hz. This is the 
frequency associated with the zero of the distribution. Hence, the real value of the expectation value 
of the frequency is: 
, with .          (10) 19490330 60E = ± Hz / 3E EΔ = ppm 
The reference RF frequency   = 19490000 Hz was calibrated by the INTI (Argentinian Institute of 
Industrial Technology).  and  were obtained from the literature [34,35]:
, where .     (11)    mTHz±=γ /0.00142577.480 ppm=γΔγ 0.02/
In order to establish the uncertainty of , a temperature range from 15ºC to 25ºC was considered. 
 was calculated as   , with   (-0.7220±0.0005).10-6:             
                       
                                            ,  0.9999992780 0.0000000005μ = ±
with ./ 0.0005Δμ μ = ppm
Finally, from eq. (2) E(H) can be obtained:
, where .            (13)   457.762 0.001E H = ± mT     ppm=HEHΔE 3/
As it can be seen, the uncertainty of E(H) is dominated by the uncertainty of .E
Direct method
When the RF frequency transmitted to the sample coincides with the most probable frequency M in 
a NMR experiment, the magnetic resonance phenomenon manifests. We refer to this particular 
frequency as “resonance frequency” 00. Here we will use the fact that this frequency can be 
measured. Later, we can obtain E from 00. However, if the distribution resulting from the DFT of 
the NMR signal turns asymmetric, E may be distinguishable from 00 and M. A possible solution 
consists in adding correcting magnetic fields that affect the homogeneity of the magnetic field 
across the sample, in order to obtain a symmetric DFT signal. 
In this work we discuss the use of a compensation system (we call it MFP or “Magnetic Field 
Profiler”) to obtain a symmetric distribution. The experimental situation has already been described 
in an earlier publication [36]. We consider a distribution gBj(i) to be symmetric when it can be 
properly fitted with only one Gaussian function After that,  is determined from several signals, E
and it can be compared with  00. Once both values are indistinguishable, a measurement of  E
can be realized by measuring the resonance frequency in the same conditions, without the need of 
any fitting. In this case, the uncertainty of the resonance frequency is also determined by statistics. 
Different steps of the procedure are described in the next section.
a) MFP Compensation system: hardware description
The measurement system is the same as described before, with the addition of the MFP hardware. 
The control of the magnetic field spatial dependence was implemented using an improved version 
of the hardware presented in reference [36]. A block diagram of this device is shown in Figure 4.   
Figure 4: Block diagram of the Magnetic Field Profiler (MFP) system.
The MFP system consists in a set of coils that generates the compensating magnetic fields and their 
associated current sources (Figure 4). The system uses an algorithm to optimize the currents driving 
the set of coils which runs continuously until the DFFT of the NMR signals show-up a symmetric 
distribution. In [36] a generic coil configuration was used just to test the concept. In this work, the 
correcting coils were specifically designed after mapping the magnetic field of the NMR 
instrument. With this purpose, a small NMR sample (volume of 0.15cm3) was moved within the 
magnetic field volume to be calibrated, using a special sample (probe) positioning system (see 
Figure 5).
Based on the information of Figure 5, the selected coil configuration corresponds to a T20 shim coil 
as discussed in reference [37]. Figure 6 shows a coil arrangement which will be called CA1. A 
similar coil set called CA2 is located in front of CA1 (each parallel to a pole face of the magnet). 
Coil #1 of CA1 is connected in anti-Helmholtz configuration with coil #2 of CA2; coil #2 of CA1 
is connected in anti-Helmholtz configuration with coil #1 of CA2. Coils #3a and #3b (in series) of 
CA1 are connected in anti-Helmholtz configuration with coils #3a and #3b of CA2 (also in series). 
Finally, a similar configuration applies to coils #4a and #4b of CA1: connected with #4a and #4b 
of CA2, each pair connected in series. In this way, the MFP device has four shimming channels, 
each of them connected to a current source which is managed by the system controller that executes 
the control algorithm tasks. The compensation coils generate a magnetic field profile that is additive 
with the NMR Instrument Zeeman field, resulting in a more homogeneous magnetic field as 
compared to the results obtained in [36].
In principle the optimal current values can be found after an exhaustive search of all the possible 
current combinations. However, this is not practical because of the time that this procedure would 
take. For example, if there are four compensation coils, and each current is controlled with an 8 bits 
digital power source, there are 2564 possible current values. Assuming that it takes 1ms among 
NMR experiments of different current sets, it would take 1193 hours to go over the whole search 
space, which is clearly unpractical. A successive approximation method was used in reference [36] 
for the optimization of the current intensities. The step by step correction of each current value was 
based on the optimization of a discriminant function (fd), whose terms were obtained from a 
statistical characterization of the FID signal. fd tend to a minimum as the FID approach a pre-
defined mono-exponential decay, theoretically corresponding to the target magnetic field 
homogeneity. However, a main drawback of this algorithm was the poor immunity to noise, thus 
affecting the convergence of the optimization. 
Figure 5: field map obtained in y direction within the volume space where the magnetic field induction field needs to be calibrated. The magnetic 
induction field increase outside the center of the magnet (the x,y plane is parallel to the polar faces of the magnet, and the z axis coincides with the 
direction of the generated Zeeman magnetic field). The uncertainty associated to the position was determined by the size of the sample and the 
precision of the sample positioning system. The frequency uncertainty was determined by statistics with a 95% of coverage factor.
Figure 6:  The shimming coil arrangement consists of two set of coils like the image of this figure, placed in parallel to each pole-face of the 
electromagnet. See text for a detail of coils interconnections with the respective powering channels. 
In this work we propose an alternative algorithm based on the FT of the ECHO signal (Figure 7). 
Now the convergence criteria are:
a)  Maximization of the ratio Bmax/am (where Bmax is normalized to 1).
b)  The ECHO Fourier Transform should be as close as possible to a Gaussian function. 
Consequently, we can redefine the discriminant function fd as:
,  (14)d 1 m 2 3 ef = k a +k s+k T
where k1, k2 y k3 are configuration parameters, am is the ECHO FFT width at half amplitude m, s is a 
symmetry parameter and Te is the total length of the ECHO signal (see Figure 7).
 
 ,  (15) 12 ff=am 
                                                             
where f1 and f2, are the frequency values corresponding to the intersections between the ECO FFT 
and the constant m. The s parameter is a measure of symmetry defined as:
. (16)M Es = 
b) Results
Figure 8 shows the probability density distribution of the magnetic field corresponding to an 
optimized magnetic flux density using the MFP device. Now the distribution can be fitted using a 
unique Gaussian function.   
Figure 7:  fd parameters used in this work. Optimization parameters are measured from the frequency distribution curve (FFT of the ECHO signal). 
Here Bmax corresponds to the maximum value; m is the half-maximum, am the bandwidth at half-maximum (f2-f1), and s is a parameter 
reflecting the symmetry of the distribution.
Like in the indirect method, the experiment was repeated 21 times. Therefore,  and E were E
calculated: 
, .                    (17) 50 80E = ± Hz (37 4)E = Hz 
In the symmetric case  and they are indistinguishable from zero. Hence,  is E M= ω E
indistinguishable from 00. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the value of  by a direct measure E
of 00.  
, with .                       (18) 00 19503000 200ω = ± Hz ppm=ωΔω00 10/ 00
Figure 8: Symmetric distribution with one Gaussian fitting and the asymmetric uncompensated distribution.
The uncertainty of  00 was determined by statistics after measuring the resonance frequency 64 
times. The measured resonance frequency is slightly higher than the corresponding to the indirect 
method due to the additional correcting field added by the compensation system. Finally, with 00  
and the same values of  and  used in the indirect method, we get:
, where             (19)   458.059 0.005E H = ± mT     ppm=HEHΔE 10/
CONCLUSIONS
The magnetic flux density was determined using the NMR phenomenon within a given volume in 
order to use it as a calibrating reference for magnetic metrology. Two different experimental 
procedures were analyzed. Both cases allowed reference magnetic flux densities with a few ppm of 
uncertainty, within a volume of about 0.1cm3:  
1- Indirect method:     457.762 0.001E H = ± mT
2- Direct method:     458.059 0.005E H = ± mT
While the indirect method requires a higher amount of data processing, the direct method is faster 
and simpler. The proposed MFP control algorithm is based on parameters that can be directly 
extracted from the FFT of the ECHO signal. This method showed a much higher robustness than 
the previously used based on statistical signal characterization [38]. The key feature relays in the 
higher immunity to noise of the FFT. The MFP system allows symmetrizing and optimizing the 
FFT of the ECHO signal through a direct hardware-intervention that corrects the magnetic flux 
density homogeneity with the volume of interest. Although in the example treated in this 
manuscript it turned out that the resulting uncertainty is smaller for the indirect method (that is, 
without the need of additional hardware), the main advantage of the last relays in that it can always 
be improved by refining both the hardware and the convergence algorithm. By a precision mapping 
of the magnetic field to be corrected, adequate specific correcting-coils can be implemented. In 
addition, the number of channels can be increased. Consequently, the precision of the last method is 
only limited by the hardware performance. 
Finally, both methods meet all requirements for the design of NMR primary magnetic flux density 
standards, vastly superior to Helmholtz-coil based set-ups. The methods here described can be 
implemented in any NMR apparatus, also in cases with permanent or superconducting magnets. The 
main advantage of the electromagnet is that several calibrating points can be optimized in the same 
instrument. Although not considered along this manuscript, it is felt strongly that the NMR methods 
here described represent an excellent option for the set-up of calibrating references of magnetic flux 
densities at an extremely competitive cost equation.   
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this manuscript.  
The role of the magnetic field inhomogeneity in NMR as a calibrating reference for magnetic 
metrology is discussed.
Two different approaches to treat this aspect are presented.
1- A method based on the analysis of the Fourier Transform of the NMR ECHO signal.
2- A method including additional hardware (Magnetic Field Profiler or MFP) to compensate 
for magnetic field inhomogeneity. 
Both methods are compared with real measurements. 
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